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U.S. Treasury LOOTED Again!
Ponzi Scheme Update
by Tom Heneghan, International Intelligence Expert

UNITED STATES of America - It can now be reported that a major
security breach involving U.S. Treasury and Federal Reserve
banking codes took place last Wednesday on January 1, 2010.
A financial security code involving secret U.S. CIA proprietaries
were leaked by a foreign-based United Kingdom website
referencing "Operation Stillpoint" and the future of the U.S.
Republic.
Folks, there is NO "Operation Stillpoint"!
It is a financial code that is used to protect U.S. Treasury funds.
It is now clear that this PRE-meditated leak of the financial code
"stillpoint" was part of an overall scam involving British
Intelligence and its collaborators inside the U.S. intelligence
community that facilitated the THEFT of $1.3 TRILLION of U.S.
Treasury funds.
The funds are currently parked in secret accounts in the nation of
Pakistan.
We can now also divulge that the United Kingdom-based website
also uses biblical verse, which are also secret codes for facilitating
entry into the U.S. national security accounts protected by
"stillpoint".
The funds were transferred from a Bank of America branch in
Charlotte, North Carolina after being moved out of a secret account
in Alexandria, Virginia.

Once again we can round up the usual suspects that were involved
in this heist.
They include the usual suspects, sociopath and satanist, former
President George Herbert Walker Bush, his deranged son, nation
wrecking, Constitution shredding, cocaine snorting, election
stealing, U.S. Treasury embezzling, homosexual in-the-closet, AWOL
war criminal George W. BushFRAUD, their business partners, daddy
Bush's little bitch, Bill Clinton, and his mentally ill wife,
dysfunctional Secretary of State, loser and lesbian in-the-closet
Hillary Rodenhurst Clinton.

Clinton staffer Erskine Bowles
Other participants included CIA Director Leon Panetta, noted
Clinton financer and former Clinton Administration Chief of Staff,
and current University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill President
Erskine Bowles, along with noted Bush-Clinton-Crime Family
Syndicate neo Nazi 'black ops' specialist Colonel Dana Wilcox.
Guess who, folks, was in charge of the overall operation to once
against LOOT the U.S. Treasury. None other than the PRO Nazi
British Queen Elizabeth II.
These funds were taxes due the U.S. Treasury tied to the noted
Wanta-Reagan-Mitterrand Protocols.

The THEFT of $1.3 TRILLION was done right under the nose of CIA puppet
president Barack Hussein Obama who has been told that if he does not go
along with this TREASON he will be immediately scandalized by the BushClinton Crime Family Syndicate-NSA-Mossad controlled U.S. media and
removed from office.

Note: We have yet to see a real authentic birth certificate proving Obama was
actually born in the United States.

P.S. We can now divulge that the alleged CIA post in Afghanistan where the
murder of CIA officials took place was actually not a CIA post but a Blackwater
aka XE post housing Blackwater/XE mercenaries and assassins.
There were two major CIA officials stationed at the post and we can now reveal
that they were set up and assassinated by elements of Blackwater/XE.
The two CIA officials were threatening to file a report on the NWA Flight 253
Christmas Day terrorist scare that would have fingered the U.S. State
Department in facilitating the alleged Christmas Day bomber suspect boarding
Flight 253 in Amsterdam.
We can now also report that the State Department deliberately misspelled the
alleged terror suspect's name as to confuse the Department of Homeland
Security (DHS).
A major split between DHS and the FBI has taken place aka DHS identifying
certain FBI Division 5 COINTELPRO agent provocateurs who have infiltrated
and enabled certain terrorist cells in New York and Maryland.
These agent provocateurs have also been involved in harassing American
Patriots aka whistleblowers who know too much concerning the corruption and
criminality that has engulfed the American Republic.

Reference: It is also important to remember that in February of 2009 it was
loser, dysfunctional Secretary of State Hillary Rodenhurst Clinton that
authorized the extension of the Blackwater/XE mercenary contracts in Iraq and
Afghanistan.
A thorough audit of the State Department will reveal massive fraud, corruption
and kickbacks involving the State Department tied to Blackwater/XE.

Of course, President Obama could always hire "Skull and Bonesman" Greg
Craig, now out of work, to conduct the audit. (ha)
At this hour the corporate-controlled, fascist, extortion-friendly U.S. media
continue to ignore all of this evidence, including the clear proof that Flight 253
was a FALSE FLAG as they engage in guilt by association vis a vie associations
of alleged terrorists with Islamic clerics.
Today they were at it again with these propaganda videos of alleged terrorists
talking with each other in Afghanistan. They remind me of the old Osama bin
Laden videos although these new videos remind me of a Marx Brothers film.

Note: The videos are made in Marrakech, Morocco and then sent on to the
noted CIA front Al Jazeera network.
Rumor has it that Rupert Murdoch of FOX News wants to buy Al Jazeera.
Folks, it you go to church on Sunday, you had better be careful. FBI Division 5
or some corporate media hack may take a picture of you and call you a
terrorist.
P.P.S. At this hour we can divulge that U.S. Treasury Secretary and money
launderer, Timothy Geithner, is refusing to hand over emails that show he was
not disclosing the full extent of the credit default swap derivatives tied to the
known insurance giant AIG.
We can now report that the emails dealt with AIG derivatives Stephen
Friedman's Federal Reserve Bank of New York and a direct tie in to none other
than the Bernard Madoff Ponzi Scheme.
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P.P.P.S. We can also divulge the sports scandal, which we have been reporting
on, involving Nike and Reebok and its tie in to the Bernard Madoff and Larry
Rothstein Ponzi Scheme continues to escalate involving insurance agents and
sports agents, Las Vegas casinos, mafia gambling interests with major
kickbacks and bribes given to members of the electronic media, specifically
ESPN.
We can reveal that an unnamed college football official is about to go public
reference a bribe that was offered him to engage in fixing a game regarding a
mountain west conference college football game involving a high ranked,
undefeated mountain west conference university.
The bribery scheme did not work and the major mountain west conference
undefeated team remained undefeated and completed their season with a
victory in the Fiesta Bowl.
Note: There has been a lot of underground scuttle but tied to the MGM Mirage
casino that the officiating in the 4th quarter of last Thursday's BCS national
championship game was suspect.
These are the same sources that have divulged to this reporter that the 2006
Superbowl played between the Pittsburgh Steelers and the Seattle Seahawks
was fixed with the NFL officials all on the take.
Reference: The NFL Commissioner at the time, Paul Tagliabue, who has been
tied to mafia interests, resigned soon after that noted Pittsburgh SteelersSeattle Seahawks Superbowl.
As the NCAA investigation of the previously mentioned West Coast university
continues, we can now report that their football coach has quit (taking a job
with the Seattle Seahawks), its University President is considering firing its
Athletic Director.
The University President is convinced that he was lied to by the former football
coach and the Athletic Director aka an athletic university booster slush fund
tied to a major Los Angeles based insurance company that fronted for sports
agents who provided money and automobiles to induce prospective high school
football recruits to attend the aforementioned California university.
These funds were tied to none other than the Larry Rothstein Ponzi Scheme out
of Fort Lauderdale, Florida and to the donors to the university that were also
tied to the Athletic Booster slush fund.
This threatens the tax exempt status of the aforementioned California
university.

As we reported previously, emails have now been discovered showing that the
former football coach and current Athletic Director at the aforementioned
university discussed covering up this entire mess for over five (5) years.
Note: There is also evidence developing showing that the current Athletic
Director used police "Red Squads" and private detectives to track and
intimidate sports journalists [not ESPN] who were investigating this scandal.
There is a further question if the President of the aforementioned California
university, who himself tendered his resignation due next month, was aware of
the emails at the time he resigned.
Yes, folks, this looks like a massive criminal conspiracy.
As we have reported in previous intelligence briefings college football,
especially in the past fifteen (15) years, has descended almost into a
whorehouse of gambling interests, corrupt sponsors, with graduation rates of
top ten teams dropping below 35% and high school recruits with 60 IQs being
accepted into the schools.
There are strong rumors that Congress is going to take a look at this and
intervene soon.
What we are seeing is not college football but semi-pro football, all controlled
by bribes, payoffs and media whores.
We can almost argue that college football has become like AIG and the Federal
Reserve - appearing and disappearing emails, bribes, kickbacks, payoffs, secret
slush funds - nothing but a Ponzi Scheme.

